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THE HE.GRO I~T OBERL I liT • 
In every library of any standing there exists today 
and since the days of abolitionism a vast number of books and 
pamphlets dealine with the negro .in America. Some treat of .- his 
virtueS i some of his .faults; some are sentimental , so~e harsh; 
nearly all discuss him as a race With emphasis on racial char-
acteristics and racial possibilities. Only recently has the 
scientific spirit invaded the field sufficiently to reveal the 
possibility of honest progress through the specific study of 
concrete situations. As I write there lies on my table the 
March issue of the Survey Graphic- devoted to "Harlem !IIecca of 
the New Negro. II Slowly we are appreciating that our knowledge 
of social science like our knowle.c1ge of physical science will 
advance only with the painstaking analysis of each contributing 
factor. 
I have undertaken a study of the Negro in Oberlin. 
therefore to not with the expectation of contributing anything of 
particular value to Oberlin or to the colored man who lives 
here, but \vith the hope that a collection and an analysis of 
the vital factors in the life and the development of the negro 
conununity here, in so far as it is possible for me to ascertain 
and interpret these factors, will find a place .. however small ~ 
in the sincere effort to bUild a comprehenSion of social af-
fairs on a foundation of facts. 
Oberlin offers a laboratory for such a study which 
is unique but not abnormal. It is unique in that the history 
of the relation of both town end college to the negro has been 
extraordinary in its ideals and purposes. It is typica1 never-
theless in that the outworking of these ideals has been that 
of any average tovm of its size and potentiality. Almost from 
the outset Oberlin has stood for justice and equality of op-
portunity for every man regardless of color. With the granting 
of the opportunity, its res:ponsibilities for the most part have 
ended. We have liO Ut opia to 0 bse rve, the refo:re, but 8 ve ry -
ordinary town with ordinary problems, the usual successes and 
the usual failures, such as might be re:peated in any locality 
in almost any state in the country_ 
HI STORICAL SKETCH 
In 1835, two years after its founding, Oberlin COl-
lege (there eXisted then no town except the college colony) 
faced the problem of the Ameriean Negro for the first time. 
With the growth of abolitionism in the North, the beginning 
in many states of hot debates on the wrongs of Slavery and 
the necessity of Freedom, s.nd as an inCident in that Movement 
the disruption of one Lane seminary, a theologieal school in 
Oincinnati, a large contingent of whose students wanted to 
join with Oberlin. the necessity of a definite stand regard-
-3 .... 
ing the celered mall became manifest. On the side of the negro. 
• 
41 
the re lined u:p the will ef the founder, ttFatherff S¥pherd, three 
brill.iant lead~rs, Finney t Mergan and 118ha.n, eight pro.ffered 
prefesserships and tentheusand dellars- Opposite steed the co.n-
ventien ef the time pepular sentiment, the fear of the untried 
and unknewn. The winning of the day by the Ilthree brethers, 
I 
).I 
eight prefesserships and ~IO.OOO", to use Father Shepherd's ewn 
phrase, even though it was done hardly and with a majerity ef 
ene enly, opened the doers ef the eld Oberlin Institute to. 
Negrees, when few such deers were epen, and thirty years befere 
slavery ce.ased to. be the law ef the American Censtitutien. 
"Whereas, there does exist in our country an ex-
oi tement in respect to eur celered pepulatien, and fears are 
entertained that on the ·en6 hand they will be left unprovided 
for as to. the means ef 8 preper educs.tion, and on the other 
that they will in unsuitable numbers be introduced into eur 
schools t and thus in effect ferced into. the seciety ef the 
whites, and the state ef public sentiment is such as to. re-
quire frem the Beard seme definite expressien en the subject; 
therefore, resolved that the educatien ef the peeple ef celer 
is a matter ef great interest and· sheuld be encouraged and 
sustained in this insti tutien." 
A peor, weak thing as resolutiens go, ambiguous, 
illogical t it neve rthele ss resulted decisively in a distinct 
leadership in Oberlin, beth in the college and the colony, en 
the side of l~egro ' Freedom and opportunity. 
The,re were no colored students at the time seeking 
adm.ission, only one colored person indeed resided within the 
county. One colored man followed the students from Lane Semi-
nary a few months later-- a possibility watched for with so 
much apprehension by the colonists that the story is told of 
a small boy t son of one of the Trustees, at sight of the soli-
tary black man approaching the village, dashing into the house 
with the breathless cry- ftTheytre coming father- they! re com-
ing. It * 
Little by little they a.id come. As the AbolitiOtn 
Movement grew, the leadership of Oberlin grew with it. From 
the first ~ pledged to Moralitsr., Justice and Equality of Op-
port unity , it moulded its young men and women unfaili'ngly in 
the Abolition School. They in turn, during t he long v,'inter 
vacations then in vogue, spread out over the country to teach lo 
lecture and preach Freedom and Justice for the Negro. The fame 
of Oberlin, and to many the, infamy of itt penetrated far--. The 
negroes began to filter through. The community which could 
preach so gloriously might also live 8S it preached. 
Freedmen came to Oberlin during the quarter of a 
century betwe,e.n 1&35 and the Emancipation as to a haven of 
opportunity_ Noble spirited slave owners' desiring to place 
their freed slaves where they would have such opportunity, 
Fairchild. Oberlin Colony a.nd College .. 
and be also not inconveniently near their native habitet set-
tleo them here, in soma Cases with bits of land or a few hun-
dred dollars capital,to start them on the road to prosperity 
and ind.ependence. Even fugitives ,on their way to Canada dared 
sometimes to linger. 
Until 11the fifties" only a few families settled per-
manently, but as the agitation grew throughout the country and 
the Civil War approached several hundred colored persons found 
refuge he,re, Assured always of a kindly welcome t of a chance 
to work in so far as work was available and of educationa.l op-
portunities both in the public schools and c-ollege, Only the 
harsh Ohio "Black Lews" and the vigilant federal enforcement 
of the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850 kept the numbers comparative-
ly low. 
~ith such conditions Oberlin was, of course, a 
atation on the "Underground Railroad." Innumerable stories are 
afloat of the experiences of the inhabitants. both colored and 
white, who attempted to give comfort to fugitives on their road 
to Canada- No violell.ce was aver done to elave-catcher or police t 
but whole companies of students and of t ownsreople of bothlfcol-
ors" repeatedly united to discourage or block their efforts. 
SOr.letimes a ruse was ueedto confound the pursuers and throw 
them off the trail; sometimes crowds of Citizens or students 
gathered about and eith.er by conversation or mere numbers ef-
.... 6-
fected the necessary delay. The most famous of such Cases 
was the ftWellington Rescue" of 1858 when two or three hundred 
Oberlin people by carriage, horseback or on foot pursued a 
deputy U. S. Marshall, a ~heriff from Columbus, Ohio, and a 
slave agent who had kidnapIJed a young negro a mile. south of 
the t own and were rushing him south on the assumption that he, 
was a fugitive slave. At Wellington, eight miles south of 
toWll, the Oberlin people overtook their company waiting for 
the Cincinnati train. surrounded them, argued the Case for 
six to eight hours and finally slippeQ the negro to safety. 
It was a flagrant resistance of the Fugitive-Slave La"llt re-
suIting in the indictIIJ3,nt of twenty-four Oberlin persons t most 
of them re sponsi ble and prominent ~i ti:ze.ns. The case dragged 
out for several months becoming a veritable battle ground for 
the politic:al contention of the day. Two Oberlin men, one a 
leading white Citizen, the other a colored man of extraord.inary 
keenness and power t were convicted and sentenced to fine and 
imprisonment. Twelve others, mostly white, pillars of the com-
munity t remained voltJ.ntarily in jail for ,eighty-five days pend-
ing trial, a.s a protest against an unjust ruling of the court. 
The Case has been listed by competent historians as one of the 
important incidents in the anti-slavery st:tuggle t not incompar-
able to the publication of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" and the John 
Brown Raid at Harper" s Ferry. 
The Cause was on the whole not popular during the 
two decades before the Oi viI War. ,liven among the surrounding 
towns of the Western Reserve in Northe rn Ohio, a d.istrict for 
the most part unfailingly oommitted to tij.e abolition <?f slavery t 
Oberlin was more or less notorious for her vigorous stand. A 
guide board six miles north-stood for ye.arstfpointing the way to 
Oberlin, not by the ordinary index finge~ but by the full length 
figure of a fugitive running with all his might to reach the 
place. The tavern sign four miles east, was ornamented, on its 
Oberlin face with the representation of a fugitive slave pursued 
by a tiger. It * 
lvIore serious were the threats repe atedly uttered 
against the College Charter at the Ohio Legi slature. In 1843 
the fourth attempt at repeal resulted in an indefinite post-
ponement by a vote in therlouse of 36 .... 29, and the effort was 
not IIlBde again. 
Neithe r pressure had the slightest influence in miti-
gating the vigor of t he Oberlin abolitionism or. tempe ring the 
quali ty of he r mercy to the fugitive black • . This was the spirit 
of the early Oberlin, college and town. toward the oprression of 
the negro; and this spirit was the basis upon which the negro 
oommunity in Oberlin grew. 
During the Oi viI War Oberlin shsred heavily in the 
Union Service; a fact which naturally resulted in further ce-
menting he r intEl-rest in the ex-slaves 1 welfare. Four companies 
* :l!'lairohild, ObarTin Cdlony an'! C 11 c. 0 age. 
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of infantry went from the tewn beside velunteers to. the caval~y 
and other branches. From the college ntaking graduates and under-
graduates together, it was estimated that not less than 850 were 
in the army at some tizoo during the four years. It * Mcney and 
supplies followed the men. Justice and Freedom for all persons 
irrespective of race or color was a vital factor in the Oberlin 
tradition. 
After the war the ex .... slaves continued to drift in. 
~hough net now in need ef actual freedem, oppertunity fer life 
and educatien continued to. allure them. One fine, old colered 
weman herself has teld me of the hopes and the eagerness with 
which she at sixteen and alone in 1871 struggled north, first 
from Vlest Vir~inia to. Pittsburgh, then frem Pittsburgh on ,dth 
the; expectation of finding the gelden gates themselves at the 
entrance to. Oberlin. She still recalls her vivid disillusion-
ment when, standing in thec&nter of Main Street, she asked a 
bystander hew much farther it was to. Oberlin arid learned she Was 
then in the heart of her lenged fer heaven. Suoh disillusicn-
ments must have been frequent. 
Th~ pesition of the colored man in the tcwn and the 
characteristics ef the grcup are rather more difficult to ascer-
tain than the stcry cf his aoming. Charity Was doubtless dis-
persed rather freely at the outset. Once the negro. was establish-
* • Fairchild. Oberlin - Cc1eny ~d Ccllege, 169-170. 
ed however - that is no longer in need of immediate food and 
olothing and protection - he Was expected to develop for him-
eelf e.n independent livlihood. and to conform to all the rules 
and regulations of a oitizen of the. town. For the, most part, 
the stories of the. early days show him as conforming to the will 
of the community, deeply grateful for the sponsoring of his 
oause, and re ady to do his utmost to prove his worth. There 
were exceptions to this rule as there will be in any community 
irrespective of race, but they were unoommon. One very kindly 
but well balanoed observer writes of them in 1883: "The colored 
element (has) gradually increased until it has become a fifth 
part of the population~* There are among the oolored people 
several prosperous business men and suooessful mechanics.. A 
large portion are ' day laborers. They are a quiet ~d peaceable 
people in general, anxious fo;r education for their children, 
and on the whole gradually improving .. " * 
Inevitably tiere must have been from the beginning 
among them a vast amount of abject poverty. Many of the oolored 
townspeople, it is true, were students who found the atmosphere 
too tempting to leave; a very fair number were skillful mechanios 
or tradesmen, men who had bought their freedom and that of their 
families. (One Anson Jones paid $8,000 for the freedom of him-
self, his wife and ohildren); still othe rS t a not inconsiderable 
* 
** 
Fairchild, page 114. 
See Census figures quoted later .. 
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number, were b,rought up and established by former masters. 
Nevertheless great numbers-- without doubt the majority--
made their way to the, town with only ohance aid along the way-
side, and arrived often little short of destitute. 
There is no acc.urate way of estimating the propor-
tional elements in t he population of 422. negroes in Oberlin 
given in the census of 1860. ~.he records list several who 
bought ,their freedom; forty-seven were established by one 
slave owner o;f North Carolina with a very fair little settle-
ment on e aoh family; again nA plante r removed hither bringing 
certain slaves who were his own children as well. having pur-
ohased quite a tract of land t he afterwards a1'1'o rtioned it 
out equally among them all. (One) Reverend George \7hipple was 
applied toby several slave owne rs to receive and locate bond-
men to whom they would give freedom, and some of them were 
settled in the Oberlin region." * But such records can give 
us no reliable estimate of the numbers. We cannot err great-
ly t ho'wever t in the oonolusion, from all the available reports, 
that a great , deal of unmitigated poverty pertained among them. 
In the., early ye ars, however t wo rk in Oberlin apparent-
ly was plentiful. To clear the fore st lands of their heavy tim-
ber, to prepare the soil for tilling, to build even a small town 
out of the: wilderness was a task which for several deoades re-
* Leonard, page 421, The story of Oberlin. 
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quired many hands and strenuous muscle. The story ofbne ninety-
three year old man, while it is extraordinary. is indicative of 
the possibilities. The little party of four arrived in Oberlin 
one night in JUne of 1855. Word of their arrival carried dis-
cretely to t .he· proper sources brought two of t :he towns most able 
citizens to their door within twenty-four hours. Work at clear-
ing land and the chance to get the- rudiments of an education 
were placed at their disposa! inunediately. The three able 
bodied men including the twenty-three year old youth accepted 
every opportunity gratefully. For three months the'y worked un-
ceasingly, during the day felling trees and clearing lane_. in 
the evening studying under kindly white tutelage, the young 
man cooking the me als and "keeping house II as well. The'ir work 
brought them 75 cents a day apiece, but living was correspond-
ingly cheap. The last of August they seized an opportunity to 
buy a - small house t which became: available at a low priee, taking 
out a mortgage to cover tb:l greater part of the purchase price. 
The mortgage they paid off "before ever dunnecl. for it." A feu 
years later the young man married-- the young woman also a fu-
gi tive in- Oberlin-- bought a new tract of land on the edge of 
town. himself built the substantial little. house which is still 
the "family homesteadtJ and proceeded-': to found a family of ten 
children. seven of whom have 'attended college and have gone out 
as leaders for their people over the country. Three are high 
class artizans in Oberlin. Today the old man still makes his 
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garden and sells his vegetables. a respeoted and productive 
citizen. 
Suoh were the opportunities in Oberlin for a man 
with the vigor and persistence to use them. His kind in every 
race t however, is exceptional. Le ss th an a month before his 
arrival in Oberlin a poor, ignorant, half-sick negro woman 
with seven children, three feather beds onct sundry trappings 
landed from the same district in Kentucky. ~lithout doubt she 
Was received as charitably as he r vigorous neighbors and given 
the be st opportunities available. The story of her fortune s 
was necessarily ~uite different • 
. The soci al welfare of the group as a whole in the 
early days is difficult to ascertain with any real accuracy. 
'J:he "Q,uarterly ~teviewn and t he ''Evangelist If, fo r many ye ars 
the two successi va mouthpieces for Oberlin facts and philosophy, 
are rioh in di scussion of t he "peculiar lnsti tutionlT- slave ry -
and of the needs of the negro people • . Nearly every page t cer--
tainly every issue has articles of every sort regarding them. 
But little touches on the Negro in Oberlin. Oberlinl s self-
conscious days had not yet davmed. 
In education the negroes were accepted quite on a par 
with the white people; the. chilo.ren placed in the regular 
schools, and as they qualified received in the preparat ory and 
college departments. No special work was deSJigned for them; 
they attended school and classes with white students. No co~­
pulsion was placed upon a white boy or girl to mingle with them 
or even to sit with them in the class room. ApJ?arently a kind 
of assumption of good will existed whioh for the most part kept 
matters running smoothly- Most of the white students of the 
college as well as the oitizens of the town were or b.ecame 
aboli tionists of varying degree s t so that conrrnon sympathy was 
with the colored man. The first enumeration of the common schools 
in 1842 shows a total of 224 pupils in attend~nce t with no o..i s-
tincti on as to race. Nine ye ars later, in 1851 t we find the 
proportion of colored children recorded as 34 ·out of a total 
of 428 in the. common school -- 19 colored males and 15 colored 
females, as against 190 white males and 204 white females. 
In the college the proportion seems to have been 
oddly enough. somewhat larger. The first colored student fol-
lowed the Bcquisi ti on from Lane Seminary in 1836. Before 1840 
only 20 out of 1105 students who had attended the college had 
been colored. From 1840 to .1860, however,. the proportion we 
are told was fOUl! or five per cent. "Soon after the war the 
ratiO rose to seven or eight per cent. but has fallen again to 
five or six in a hundred. 1f (1883) * Not all of these by any 
means Came from the town of Oberlin. Some did. The fir-st 
colored graduate recorded was a brilliant young Oberlin boy 
who completed his course in 1849. This was John M. Lnng~ton 
thereafter a lawyer in the town for nearly twenty years, a 
highly honored citizen, member of church, school board and 
* Fairchild, pages III - 112. 
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town council. later B U. S. Minister to Haiti';" and P.lember of 
Congress. His whole family apparently - fathe r and five sons 
were notable P.lembers of the cormnunity. 
During the early years the colored and white people 
joined in church and :religious matters. 1'he ~'irst Congregation-
al Church. for many years Oberlinl s only churc.h, has received 
colored as readily as white members. Some of the older members 
of the early families are still listed as its members and at-
tend its services. In 1866 . the Rust Methodist Episcopal Church 
was founded by the colored people on their 0'WIl initiative, not 
beCause of lack of cordiality among the whiteSt but because the 
type 0.1' worship and of creed of the rather austere New England 
Chur'ch was not satisfying to many of the warm hearted southern 
negroes rear.ed largely as Baptists and i,c:ethodists, or at least 
akin to the whi te churches of those denominations in the South. 
lJThecolored church Came into existence not because the colored 
people were not weloomed in all the churcheS,nor because a 
separate organization was desired by t hose who had been most 
favo red with education and culture, but because considerable 
numbers of them felt more at home with a style of service and 
instructi on more like that with whi ch 'they had be en familiar 
from the ir childhood." * A goodly number continued their at-
tendance at the white churche,s and until recent years founa. a 
thoroughly satisf~ctgry church life with the.m. 
* Fairchild, page 107. 
Further details are not readily obtainable and are 
probably unnecessary.. If to Pre sident Fairchild r s characteri-
zation in 1883 we add Dr. Leonardts of 1898 stated in his 
nStory of Ober'lin, n we get something of a pict.ure of the de-
velopment of the group as well as of the atmosphere in which 
it .. , ,' grew. 
"Not far from one-fifth of the: population is colored" 
Dr .. Leonard wrote - "dwelling mainly together' upon certain 
streets, for the most part upon the outskirts, though to a 
slight extent scattered here and the re wherever able to pur-
chase property. "Whether the inability to purchase property 
in the better sections of town more generally was based upon 
the unwillingness of whites to sell to colored people, or 'to 
the limited purchasing power if the colored people Dr .. Leonard 
does not say~ Every record points to the latter explanation 
in the early days, 'however. He ·:continues: "They axe easily 
divisible into three clesses. A considerable portion are in-
telligent 9 industrious t well-to-do, tno roughly respectable and 
in every way good citizens. A few are superior as blacksmiths, 
builde''rs t eTC. But to these are joined a considerably larger 
number of the unlette ~d who are good natured and well-me aning 
and he rmle ss, but only semi -indust ri ous and seri ously lacking 
in forethought, ambition end energy, content therefore to live 
from hand ' to mouth. Then t here is an over large fraction oom-
-16 .... 
posed of the: shiftless and worthless, shading off into the 
vicious and crimina1,--- and being given to drinking and petty 
theivillg and rel.ated offences {they} are well known in the 
court room and c.ounty jail. If ~hat characterization brings 
us to the present period in the development of the group, of 
which I have attempted to make an adequate if incomplete sur-
vey. 
I have enlarged upon the historical background only 
because it seems to me essential as a basis for any compre-
he.nsil.)f1 of the present tenclencies and traits. Only with that 
well in mind Can we presume to stucty the present situation. 
Oberlin, in comparison with others, has been for the negro 8. 
kindly. hospitable community actively championing his Cause -
offering the whole of its opportunities to any able. to utilize 
them, making no especial efforts for any. It is a small town, 
a colle ge town t with no other industries than "thEl making of 
men" in educational c.,enters; simple in life. democratiC in 
ideals, but limited in economiC facilities for all but those 
engaged in lIthe one industry. If Upon that foundation, what kind 
of a SOcial structure it has been possible to build. it has ' been 
my purpose to study and di seusB; or t more acurately, what varie-
ty of tree has grown from such a root? 
SURVEY OF PRESENT COMMUNITY. 
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
The colored people in Oberlin at present form be-
tween a sixth and a fifth of the population. The U. S. Census 
of 1920 reports 666 negroes in Oberlin out of a total of 4.236 
persons. The follOwing table gives th9 proPQrtion of white and 
colored as shown by the U. 8. Census figures since 1860: 
Table I. 


































The detailed report lists, for 1920, 182 negroosa1es 
over 21 years, and 222 females, leaving a total of 262 children 
or young persons und.er voting age. The records show voting males. 
that :bs over 21 years, for 1890, 193; 1900, 182; 1910, 235. 
A very general opinion seems to prevail among both 
whi te and colored people that the census figures for 1920 are 
low for the colored. population, that the decrease of over 100 
shown as betw&e~ 1910 and 1920 is not indicative of the probable 
si tuati-on. The prevailing impression of an increase during the 
migr.atoxy ye ars imme iately following the Europe an Viar t the sur-
feited condition of the 1 abor market in to'Wll, and t he slow but 
steady growth of real e state purchase are listed as the founda-
tion for the opinion. 
In July of 1924 a group of colored men themselves un-
dertook a census of their numbers t finding a total of 841 
negroes resident in the town. These apparently include 210 
families and several households of unmarried persons. On the 
basis of these figures Vie would find t~ average of tM fami-
lies to consist of 4.0 persons. For the impression of an increase 
of negro population in Oberlin dUring the ye ars of the migrations 
of southern negroes northward. and the large settlements in Cleve-
land and otbe r industrial oities' in the vicinity) I can find no 
basis in population statistics even accepting the larger figures 
of the colored menl s census in 1924. We see no i.ncrease since 
1910 in excess or even equal to the increase between 1900 and 
1910. A growth of 52 persons in fifteen years or even in ten 
years is hardly phenomenal. Moreover I Can find no evid.ence of 
any considerable recent additions to the group. An impression 
prevails that a few drifted. in and out of the town and continue 
to do so now. Apparently a very few remain or make an impress 
on the community. 
The sams census mentioned above t which indicates con-
siderable Care .in taking. reports the colored people as living 
on eighteen street s of t he tOW'll, distributed as follows: 
Table II. 
COLOmn F AIdILIES m'lELLING IN OBERLIN. 
Street Number of Fa.milies Street Number of Families 
Lorain, 20 Locust,_ .' gs 
Park. ,35 . Grove 1. and. 21 
:rleasant· 20 Grafton 12 
Alain. 23 Follette 9\/ 
Vine. ' 16 Railroad 5 Sumne;r 7 South 2 C.ollege· 4 Maple 1 Union· 3 Oakland 1 Parnood 2 Frankfort. 1 
Total 210. 
The: gre at ma j ori ty are shown to Ii va in the south-
eastern section of the village t with a generous sprinkling 
/ 
onto North Park and North PIe asant, north Hain and East Lorain 
streets. 
HOUSING .A.UD ENVIRONS. 
Of these stree_ts," nine are paved in all or in part; 
nine have no paving although they are in part improved-- cinder 
roads. Considering the great preponderance of paved over un-
paved streets in Oberlin, the proportion of unpaved streets in 
the south-east secti on is very large. For the most part the 
water and sewers follow the pavings t the unpaved streets being 
also without city water and sewage systems. There are eight 
streets within the Cit~T limits without such service in any form, 
one street without sewer but with water service piped across 
-20 ... 
from a paralle1 block. Where city service is lacking the homes 
are dependent upon wells and cisterns for water, and upon the 
usual out-houses and privies for tOilet facilities. By Ohio 
state Law both paving and sewers are originally installed at 
98% property owners t expense t Zj~ at village expense t in part 
at least the explanation for the: lack in this section. 
The housing varie s in different sections. The re are 
a very fair number of moderate-sized well-kept homes with neat 
premises, some showing considerable prid.e in arrangement and 
Cars. There are a larger number of small but neatly kept cot .... 
. tages with fairly good lawns and vegetable gardens. There are 
a fairly large number of dilapidated, poor1y~constructed places 
sadly in need of repair and vigorous upkeep- Finally there are, 
especially on the outskirts of the Town a considerable number of 
tumbled-down, unkept houses and hovels, not fit habitations for 
human beings in this or any section of the country. The pro-
portion of these is definitely smaller than is ordineri1y ob-
servable in a similar southern community, but it is far in ex-
cess of the. normal. expectation in so comparatively prosperous 
a secti on as Northe rn Ohio. It has not been poss.i bla in the 
time allowed me to make a detailed, accurate study of the hous-
ing conditi on.. I will, the refora, attempt no data on proportiofi,s 
or averages. .noughly they (livide into four groups as I have 
named them. 
For the most part one family inhabits one house. 
J 
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There are a number of places, however, usually among the last 
two classes aamed t where two families of from two to five per~ 
sons each, occupy a one story anu a half or a two story cot-
tage. Again, I Can give no definite average of the number of 
rooms per family or the number of persons pe,r room. Such data 
would be valuable to have. In most Cases t to the be st of my 
observance, the space is not inadequate aceording to the mini-
mum average requirements of American housing standards. There 
are many cases, however, which drop below such a standard, that 
is one bedroom suffices", for a family of four. 
Ordinarily the living e~d home making correlates with 
the housing facilities. It ranges from the well furnished, 
well kept, well ventilated, thoroughly comfortable home, which 
is a credit to any community~ to the crowd.ed, dirty, poorly 
lighted and :poorly aired hovel. or to the barren shaak wi th stove~ 
table, a few ahairs and a bed. for the entire furnishing. The 
greatest number, by far, are decently fUrnished and reasonably 
well cared for though not always adequately ventilated.. The 
majority are heated with stoves, b,oth wood and coal- A few of 
the more prosperous homes are equipped with furnaces. 
A tendency to improve the home oondi tions seems ap-
parent, on the , part of a considerable number. Where the streets 
are paved especially a certain pride of appearanae both outside 
and wi thin is evident and by. all testimony is increasing. In 
my own observati on t as well as that of a good many others, tbe 
improvement within the last ten years is striking. 
HEALTH .MID VITALITY. 
p The health and vitality of the: group is an intri.cate. 
problem Bl\lI1ays. Little data of statistical value is available. 
in Oberlin previous to the years 1908 end 1909. The following 
is a table of the deaths in Oberlin over two representative 
periods of three years each, as taken from the :Public Health 
Reeords. Certain diseases or causes for death have been shown 
as being of some racial si gnifi Cance • 
Table III. 
DEATHS OBERLIN VILLAGE. 
Causes Age 
Year Total T. B. Can- Syph .... Still- Oth- Under 1-69 70 yrs. 
i1is born cer ers 1 yr. yrs. plus 
N. w. N. ·~V. N. \l. N. w. N. \i. N. w. N. w. N. w. N. w. - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - -
1909 12 41 2 3 2 1 9 36 1 2 4 22 7 17 
1910 10 34 3 1 1 2 2 3 4 28 3 4 5 13 2 17 
1911 9 33 1 1 3 1 2 7 27 3 5 is 9 3 19 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1921 10 43 2 8 1 3 9 30 2 6 2 17 6 20 
1922 12 47 2 7 1 6 9 34 2 7 5 23 5 17 
1923 14 46 2 3 5 1 1 1 10 37 4 3 '1 19 3 24 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
The percentage of total de at h furni she d by the colored 
people t as oompared with the percentage of population, is about 
as we should expect. In 1909 they furnished 22.6% of the deaths; 
p 
in 1.910, 22.7i; ssagainst 18.3% of the population in 1910. 
In 1921 they furnished 19.1~ of the deaths as against .15.7% 
of the population in 1920. (Using census figures.) In 1923 
the colored deaths sm<ounted to 23.35~ of the total. 
An analysis of the Causes of death as shown by the 
records may be worth while. The high :percent age of tuberculosis 
in the six years studied~ among'the negroes as compared with the 
whites, is noteworthy and in keeping 'with fino.ings elsewhere. 
The negroes have furnishecL eight tubercular deaths as aga:tnst the 
whites nine. -xhis does not at all prove the greater prevalence 
of tuberculosis among the negroes. It may suggest a greater 
fatality rate among them, whether due to poorer med.ical atten-
tionor lower resistence to the disease. lhe period studied 
is too brief. however, to constitute final proof. The small 
percentage of cancer is again notic-eable, the negroes showing four 
cancer deaths to the whites 27. or only 12.9% of the total number. 
The almost entire absence of syphilis (and all venereol disease) 
is possmbly due to medical reticence or· failure to diagnose. 
rather than to "Che complete moral cle anliness of the town. Or 
indeed specific infecti ons might be present Wi thout being the 
direct cause ,of death. :i:he records on the subject are patently 
unsatisfactorye uf the Causes which I have listed as !fothers, IT 
the greateiJ't Single factor is heart disease in one form or another. 
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Heart Disease apparently Causes more deaths in Oberlin than 
any other one disease t not excepting cancer. In some Cases 
this may be due to a specific infection. but at our present 
stage of knowledge this is still. a matter of medical rather 
than soci a1 interest. The d.istribution -of it between the two 
races seems to be about according to the normal expectation. 
A comparison o;g the age grouping shows the average 
numb.er of deaths for the six years as follows: 





Negro I White. 
4.3 19 
The high percentage of the colored infant mortality, 
as a.ga.inst the white. and the high J;Srcentage of deaths among 
whites over 70 years as aga~nst the negroes, are noteworthy. 
I 
The better medical care of the whites and their tendency to 
come ' to Oberlin for old age retirement .ere both cont"ributing 
factors. If the last factor were removed the 'percentage of 
negro deaths would be somewhat larger. 
The birth rates for the same period are also inter-
esting. 
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Tabla IV .. 
BIRTHS OBERLIl-T VILLAGE. 
Years Total Legitimate Illegitimat.e 
Alive stillborn Alive Stillborn 
N. vi .. N. W .. N. ~'I .. N .. w. N. w. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _. -
1909 9 37 8 37 1 * 
1910 11 41 9 40 1 1 1 
1911 17 32 15 32 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1921 20 53 18 51 1 2 1 
1922 28 40 27 38 2 1 
1923 20 39 17 38 1 1 2 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
·Two white st.illborn infants found on N. Y. C. tracks 
mayor may not have been of Oberlin parentage. 
The percentage of negro births to the total number of 
births as compared to the population percentages is interesting. 
In 1909 negro births make up 19.8% of t.he total; in 1910. 21.1%; 
in 1911. 34/6%. In 1921 they made up 27.4% and in 1923, 33.5%. 
-
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1m average for the six years shows 17.5 colored births as against 
40.3 others, or 30.27~ of tha average total. The apparent increase 
in the colored bi rths may be due to an actual increase and may be 
due to improved registration. In either Case the high percentage 
of negro births is apparent. Very evidently it is due not so much 
to large negro families as to small white families. The Ilifferencet 
in social stratification between the two races in the village. 
**Variance of records of stilll)orn between birtbs and 
deaths Qua to ambiguity of birth certificates. 
(the white group on the whole is a mido.le class not a laboring 
group,) and again tb8 numbers of elderly white persons must both 
enter into the consideration. 
On the basis of the figures the vitality index, (birth 
divided by deaths multiplied by 100) for the negroes averages 
considerably higher than that for the whites. 
Table v. 
VITALITY nmo OBEHLIN VILLAGE. 
Year Hegro· White 
1909 7S 90.2 
1910 110 120.6 
1911 188.8 96.9 
1921 200 123.2 
1922 233.3 85.1 
1923 142.8 84.8 
Average 158.3 100.1 
Here ag e.in we note; an apparent increase in the negro 
rate, due evidently to the apparent increase in their birth rate. 
Oberlin, since 1921, has had the advantage of the Lorain 
County Public Health Service with an office in the Oberlin City 
Hall, a stafi' .of one physician. one assistant, three registered 
nurses, one laboratory assistant and one full time office secre-
tary. Their work has been l,argely examination and. treatment of 
school children and the handling of contagious and infectious 
disease. A summer time child welfare clinic, it is expected, will 
soon becooe continuous. The clinic in two sessions in the summer 
of 1924 handled 28 white infants and 8 colored. A clinic for the 
treatment of specific disease hss been started and 'will eventual-
ly be considerably enlarged. 
In addi ti on for the past five ye ars t the Oberlin Dis-
trict nursing Association has supplied one registereo. visiting 
nurse, visits to be paid for at e nominal rate when the patient 
is able to do so. 













Nearly half of the, Cases handled are colored. Five in 
December of 1922 were maternity cases, two in October of 1924. 
ECO~mIv'lIC STATE. 
The economic state of the negroes in Oberlin is one of 
the t'i tal f[1ctors in any consideration of the group or of the 
problems confronting it. A detailed study could well be made of 
it which oight yield new and valuable information. For my pur-
poses 1 have attempted to make an estimate of the economic re-
Sources of the group as a whole, in so far as definite figures 
were available for me, and to analyz@ to the best of my ability, 
without a complete house to house canvass, the factors contribut-
ing to it. 
In the: jua.gment of a number of info med persons t 
both white and colo~dt the great preponderance of invest-
ment by colored persons goes in Oberlin to the real estate 
field. The tendency to buy homes and to purchase land is 
constantly and increasingly evident. A careful analysis of 
real estate ownership in the: village t therefore t is of first 
importance. No reassessnents of property have been made since 
1916. so that value s must be based on assessments of that date. 
nevertheless a careful correction of re al e state ownership has 
brought the data to the present time. 
The following figures indicate the situation: 
Total Heal Estate 
Assessments. 
~4lt220,200.00 
Total Number of 
Pri vete Owue rs. 
989 
Amount Owned 
by .Ne groe s. 
~257t445.00 
Numbe r of Ne gro 
Owners. 
180 
; of Total Owned 
by Negroes. 
6.1%. 
1b of Total 
Owners. 
8 2"1. 1 • ,0 
The number of negro owners compares very favorably 
with the proportions of t he population. The value of the 
negro holdings is noticeably small. Two factors need con-
Sideration in that connection. In the first place the total 
of over four million dollars includes real estate owned by 
Oberlin College. exclusive of the publiC buildings, which 
amounts to. ~343,OOO. That with property belonging to other 
publiC corporations makes a total of $436;990, which. while 
it probably represents capital accmnulated by white persons 
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is not exclusively local capital. A more accurate comparison, 
therefo re,. Vlould ... exclude such prope rties, giving us a tot al 
of value ;~3t783;2l0. That oorrection, however, raises the per-
centage of negro owned re 81 estate only 1/10.0$ 1%, or to 6.8%. 
The othe r factor is the tendency toward low assessment of negro 
property, or t nore correctly t the lesser land values usually 
attendant upon negro ownership in every community. 
It may be interesting to note in this connection a 
comparison with the findings of H. L. Rawdon, who made a study 
along similar lines in 1914. AIr .. Rawdon, by an analysis of the 
tax records for the year 1913 ,. found 5.3% of the real estate 
negro ovmed. Whether the:. difference indicates a variation in 
the work of the two studies or an actual i norease in negro real 
estate ownership between 1914 and 1924 is a question. i'he last 
is a possibility, though unproven without further data. llir. 
rtawClont s findings on the owns rship of pe rsonal props rty othe r 
than real estate are also worth noting. Of all personal prop ... 
erty assessed in Oberlin in 1913. amounting to :;.:>1,523~4l5. only 
.7'-;~ belonged to colore(l persons, a statement whioh corroborates 
t. he, opinion that the colored J.16 ople of Oberlin tend. toward the 
purchase of real estate in preference to other types of invest-
'!!len1i • 
The records of the Oberlin Batiks show similar conditions. 
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In t.re Oberlin Savings Bank: 
In t.he Savings Depaxtme:nt, 
6.3% of total number of accounts axe for colored people. 
7.27; of money on deposit is owned by colored people. 
In tbe Comma rcial Department t 
3.21& of tot&! number of accounts are for colored people. 
1.1% of money on deposit is that of colored accounts. 
But of 160 stock holders of the bank only 2 are colored. 
The Peoplest Bank shows a slightly larger pEl rcentsge. 
In the Savings Department: 
7% of total number of accounts are for colored people. 
9% of money on deposit is owned by colored people. 
Four or five good sized accounts here bring up the average. 
No definite figures were conveniently available for the checking 
accounts. but the percentage was lower in the opinion of the 
bank officials. 
Inall such comparison it is essantial that one bear 
in mind too so .... cs1led dlass diffe rence between the mass of the 
colored and the masS of the , white people in Oberlin. None of 
the comparisons made i .s a comparison at all of racial differences. 
The wili te s of Oberlin" by the nature of the town, are a middle 
class. f~ly prospe rous though not at all weal thy group. The 
negroes of Oberlin on the whole make up the most of the laboring 
group. There are white working men and women in Oberlin, but 
the opportunities and incentives are too small to hold many of 
them. The negroes,. on the other hand. pe rhaps because of Ie sser 
opportunity elsewhere, persist in the village .in spite of the 
lioited economic advantage. In tb:l opinion of a number of busi ... 
ness men in tbe town, who are in a position to know. the savings 
of the colored people in Oberlin, in proportion to th.e economic 
condition. compare very favorably with any other group in town. 
Two men are listed as having accumulated between ~)15J10000 ... ~20tOOO. 
Another is rated as worth over $5,000. FromL8 half dozen to a 
dozen are listed 8S having savings around ~2f500; a consid.erably 
larger number as having up t 0 ~l, 000. 
A complete Canvass of the jobs of the colored people 
in Oberlin would be invaluable" but that has not been possible 
for me in this s.tudy. 1:... general review of the situation is an 
inadequate substitute but must serve the purpose • 
. In independent business there are among the colored 
people two high grade contractors and builders; one proprietor 
of 8 papering and painting establishment t who indeed. has tb3 
only snch establishment in town. and carries the majority of 
the townr s interior work, except such as comes from outside 
sources or individual workmen; two or three small grocers; one 
proprietor of a new but growing bakery; one of a thoroughly 
up to date shoe repairing establishment, and a few small shop-
keepers_ One colored physician. and two colored minister-s 
(colle ge and seminary trained men usually) make up the pro-
fe ss ional group. 
Of high grade mechanics, brick layers, carpenters 
and plasterers, there is a considerable number. There are one 
or two plumbers and two 0 l' three barbers. According to the 
testimony of several well-infonned colored men, the tendency 
is apparent for white: men to replace these.. The younger 
negroes are not going into these high grade arti zan places. 
About twenty-one colored men ere regularly em-
ployees of the college. One is an expert carpenter and con .... 
tractor; one is foreman of all general !Jcampus u work; six 
are skilled workmen such as plumbers, painte~s or masons; 
thirteen are firemen) janitors ana. campus laborers. A.bout 
twenty-five extra men are taken on during the vacation months 
in preparation for the ensuing term, of whom ten to fifteen 
are usually ne groes. The wages vary from ~60 a month and 
board to ~1.02i per hour. which last averages about ~200 a 
month. The modal wage is ~90 per month. Sixteen of the men 
are employee. for twelve months; two for ten months and three 
for from three to five months. There is no othe 'r industry in 
Oberlin which compares with the college in the numbers of its 
employees. The ~blia Schools. Kindergarten Trsining School 
and Business College regularly employ colored men in similar 
capacities, using so~et.b.i·ng over half a dozen men between them. 
rhere are forty private, college and kindergarten dormitories 
which to a large extent employ negroes as do the two hotels, 
two bakeries and several of the restaurants. 
A very considerable number commute daily by train or 
Car to Blyria and Cleveland for employment. An appreciable 
number driva their Fords to the Amherst ~uarries. The remain-
der 0.0 trucking t gardening, <ii to-hing and odd jobs when they 
are available:. For this uncertain remainder I should especial .... 
ly like definite data. Fublic opinion represents it as a large 
group. 
The unemployment situation, partly bec€)usa of this 
last class. partly beCause of the seasonal nature of most of 
the type of work Oberlin uses, is usnally acute during the 
winter months. The estir.late of at least five informants of 
both races is that the average laborer in th.e town. is out of 
work ap:p:coxi:mately three months. The current wage rate in the 
town for the less skilled workmen is 40 to 45 cents an hour, 
which for a forty-five hour week, forty week year would yield 
an annu~l income at be st of ~720 to $810. The very large 
group doing odd jobs averages considerably lower. 
Li~ many suburban towns, Oberlin has place for 
women workers rather more, or at least as much as men. It 
is not possible to estimate accurately the numbers of colored 
women who work by the day, some regularly t some part time. 
The combination of low earnings by t.be men together with the 
opportunity at hand for the women, brings about a fairly 
large proporti on of WOl!i6n earning. The larger part of the 
domestic service in the town is furnished by them. 
Under such conditions it is hardly surprising that 
l8j~ of tte landowners in town own only 6i1; of the property. 
It is pa rhaps Mother more so that less than 201~ of the popu .... 
lation fumish 1870 of the number of land O'VIillers. 
THE ROBE. 
The physical aspects of the homes of the people, 
I have touched upon in my discussion of .p.ousing. There is 
another aspect t the soci a1 and. moral t which is essential to 
any discussion of this kind, although statistics may not be 
obtainable upon which to base conclusions. 
It has been my observation in the south that the. 
better class of negro homes exhibit a comparatively high type 
of family life t with a unity, cohesion and bond of affection 
which is not easily out done. If there is any f ·oundation in 
the notion of an inherent emotionalism in thE' negro race -
and it is not the purpose of this papa r to discuss raCial 
characteristics - it may perhaps show itself at its best in 
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the home life of the educated negro. l?arental sacrifice and am-
bition for the children, lasting affection and close bonds be ..... 
tween parent s and children and between brothers and si sters, 
are not peculiar to any race. They are. however, evidence of 
vigorous moral stamina and probe.ble progress. The best of the 
hOm6s of the colored people in Oberlin seem to me to exhibit 
this characteri stic. ~he re are parents who are making every 
effort and sacrifice to give their children education and op-
portunity. There are children who steadily, year by year, go 
out to swell the number of trained and able men and women, 
leaders of their race and their communities. Some of these 
homes encourage the best in the cultural arts; and some of them. 
lacking these, supply the. need as best they can. with a vigorous 
ambition.and industry. These are the fev! perhe.ps rather than 
the ma:ny. The larger number are apparently well meaning but 
rather easily satisfied and discouragd.:i1g1y contented. A rather 
considerable element evince a disttnct mental and moral degen .... 
eration, some with criminal tendencies. some with dull stolid , 
incompetence that. suggests mental deficiency. 
The children, as \~uld be expected in most cases, 
reflect the :r;:ersonality of the parents and tre atmosphere of 
the homa. While ·Oberlin homes. therefore t have trained and 
apparently still are training some of the leaders of the negro 
race, other Oberlin homes to a rather alarming degree are 
training moral degenerates ancl SOCial incompetents. 
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Unfortunately for the cor..ununity t it is the latter 
which the town encourages to remain to build new homes. For 
the brilliant young negro Oberlin has little opportunity. In 
business it- might offer some t but Oberlin o.oe s not train them 
for business. Oberlin trains largely for the professions. 
For the lazy and the, vicious, the town offers a combination 
of tolerance antl neglect which both fosters their growth and 
allows them to serve as a perpetual drag upon the community. 
~he gre at majority of the colored homes in Oberlin 
corre un.der neither category. E.conomically poor, but on the 
whole industrious, in so far as they can see chance for in~ 
dustry before them, affectionate, but lacking in incentive 
and ambition, they form a grea.t mio.dle group Vllhich, if it 
progresses at all, progresses slowly. l.iajority opinion in-
dicates that there is a distinct improvement from decade . to 
decade. The improvement in the physical apI,e arance of the 
homes mentioned earlier is some thing of an index. 
Unfortunately t the considerable number of colored 
women who must go out to work by the day, necessarily curtail-
ing the Care and supervision given the-ir homes and children 
to that extent, must be reckoned as an aprreciable factor in 
the development of the· colored homes in Oberlin. The schools 
and the very excellent system of free kindergertens managea~ by 
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mother's absence, but no influence outside the home can supply 
the childrents need adequately_ 
EDUO.A.TIO!~ • 
One of the primary factors in the ad.vancement of any 
people is the education of the young people. Education is 
Oberlinfs specialty, its one industry_ The influence of the 
t.iducational opportuni tie·s upon the: people of the town. there-
fore t is a large element, and in this the colored people share. 
The numbe]! of young negroes who attenD. and complete the courses 
in the numerous institutions as compaI'ecl with the numbers of 
young native whites is small. But the numberE of young negroes 
who continue their education beyond the elementary schools is 
undoubtedly larger then among similar economic classes in an 
educationally less favorable environment. 
I,Ir. Rawdon in 1914 matte an interesting study of the 
colored child in the Oberlin Public Schools. Some of his find-
ings will bear repetition well in this connection. 
Table VI. is taken from his report. 
- -___..... - - ---"I 
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Table VI. 
Percentage White and Colored Children t Obe.rlin Public Schools. 
Years 1905 - 1913 
Grade ~hite Colored Total 
I ... 4 72.6 2'7.4 . 100 
5 ... 8 78.2- 21.8 100 
H. S. 89.7 10.3 100 
Average 79.6 2:0.4 100 
.A comparison of the :pe rcentages shown by colored and 
white pupils shows a distinct falling Off by the colored chil-
dren as the grades advance, with a sharp decline for the High 
Sohool. Of 229 pupils graduated from the High School in the 
years 1908 - 1913, IS, or 'l.8/,~ were colored. 
Later figures show a decided improvement in the per-




Numbers and Eeroentage White and Colored Chi1dren t Oberlin 
Public School - Year 1923. 
Grade Number Eercent age. 
White Colored Total White Colored 
1 - 4 283 89 372 76 .. 1 28.9 
5 .... 8 2.49 79 328 75.'7 24.3 
H. s. 274 50 324 8&.6 15.4 
Aver-






On the work of the pupils in the scioo1 Mr. Rawdon 
gives the following: 
~able VIII. 
Percent Retardation. Fercent Ahead of Grade. 
Colored Uh1te Colored ~ihite • 
1905 'lOd! fa 451& 305% 7.3% 
1914 62% 
-"1 
4670 3 % 6 % 
No percentages have been worked out since 1914, but 
there is little reason to suppose them very different. The 
poorer showing of the colored as against the white pappls Mr. 
Hawdon lays to the economiC and social conditions of the home~ 
these leading to tardiness. absence from school, and general 
_lack of incentive to success. A fairer comparison, of course ~ 
would be between similar ec:onomic and SOCial classes whatever 
the race. but that has not been available in Oberlin as yet. 
!ITo records of truancy among Oberlin school children 
are available. The percentage of days absent during the years 
1905- ... 1913 shows 4.1% for white Children, 6.1% for colored, 
nearly 601~ more for the colored than for 'the white children. 
Of this 4% more is for colored boys than for colored girls. 
whereas among tne white children the reverse is the Case. * 
~hether the :percent age of absenee among colored boys is due to 
work or to truancy can not be determined. 
*Rawdon~ The Colored Child Oberlin Public Schools. 
In t.be college prior to 1900 approximately 5% of the 
students were colored. Since 1910 -- and the Academy has been 
given up during the last decade -- the proportions have been de-
creasing. 
16 in the 
Table IX. 
l?ercentage White & Colored Students. Oberlin College. 
1900 - 1924. 
White % Colored c?r" ,0 Total 
1900 96.34 3.66 100 
1910 95.60 4.40 100 
1920 97.53: 2.42' 100 
1924. 97.35 2.65 100 
In 1924, 51 colored students ,.,-ere in attendance. 
college, 6 in the Theologieal school. 24 in the Con-
servatory,. 1 in the Summer School, 4 unclnssified. A very 
smell pro:portlon Came frOID the town o:f. Oberlin .. 
The records of the colored graduates of Oberlin Col-
lege throws a rather interesting light on this small percent . 
however. Of the 213 negroes who im June 1924 had graduated 
from Oberlin, 28 are listed as exceptionally able or brilliant, 
a proportion of 13.1%. Eighteen others are listed as note-
worthy in some profession. Of the 28, eight were either born 
in Oberlin or very early removed here. Three others are mem-
bers of one family, Cfatbe r and two sons,) which received its 
impetus in part froll!- early Oberlin training. Of the 28, eleven 
are or- have been national figures t of whom three were born and 
raared, or reared in Oberlin. Eight of the tVventy-eight t of 
whom two are Oberlin products. are still too young to have 
proven their power. 
The numbers of colored graduates shown by the ltinder-
garten Training School are likewise interesting. Of 711 gradu .... 
stas in 29 year's t six were colored" or .842%. Of these five, 
.703% were Oberlin girls. 
Not by any .rreans. however. do all the colored Oberlin 
students taking advanced training do so at Obe rlin. It is the 
opinion of the High School authorities that a very fair prop'or-
tion of the c010red High School graduates do take further train-
ing of so me kind. 
One other educational project needs to be mentioned--
the Oberlin Night School. The Night School, initiated and 
operated, with the assistance of a Board compos;ed of both 
negroes and whites, by one or two colored leaders is an inter-
est ing and rather unique institution. In the days of the early 
migrat ions Oberlin had a night school whe re the ex-slaves were 
taught the rudiments of an education. largely by white friends. 
In 1921 the similar need of numbers of vigorous young negroes, 
newly migrated from the South where schooling was either' insuf-
ficient or not compulsory, fired one young colored man to begin 
evening classes for .elementary education. ~fith the help' of the 
school superintendent and interested friends of both races 
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the school has grown to its present proportions. ~wice a week 
it holds its sessions from 7:30 to 9 otclock. Its curriculum 
educationally is a peculiar mixture t but it seems to be filling 
a need, and it is to be hoped it may expand. Classes in el.emen-
tary arithmetic, reading. writing and spelling, taught by 
college students, in accounting t .aught by a business college 
in 
student.t/ :aible anit sewing axe offered and draw a fairly regu-
lar attendance. With an enrollment of 144 in the ye ax 1924-
1925., tre attendance dU'l"ing the Fall Term averaged 62. It ap-
parently drops a Ii ttle each spring, but not greatly, and each 
Fall term since 1921 has seen an increase. Financial.ly it is, 
at present t supported by the Community Chest wi th a contribu .... 
tion of from ~600 to $800. 
It is interesting t .o notice that comparatively few 
is 
recent migrants are now attendant upon the school't Iii render-
ing service to the community, nevertheless, by giving the op-
portunity for elementary education to numbers of residents o·f 
from ten to twenty years standing. who missed it in their youth. 
An appreciable reduction of the illiteracy among the older col-
ored people has resulted. 
The extra-curriculum educational forces might perhaps 
better be dis~ussed under Recreation, ana. although some of them 
















Religion is commonly supposed a l arge element in 
negro life, the l,roclivity to it almost a racial cha.racteristic. 
In Oberlin the negroes show approximately the same religious 
proporti ons as the whit es. :1:'1'10 religious censuse s have been 
taken in Oberlin, in 1907 and again in 1921l1W Theological 
students under the direction of Mr. Fiske. The report of 1907 
shoWJed two colored churches, the Rust Methodist Episcopal and 
the Mt. Zion Bapt ist, with m'lmberships of 93 and 109 respective-
ly. The report of 1921 shows five denominati ons or sects with 
a totol r.Y:lmbership of 256. The follo'l,'ing table is taken from 












Negro Churches - Congregations ano. Memberships-
Hay. 1921.* 
Othe rs Total Members : 1:embers Total 
Reporting Parish. Out-of-town: Reporting Parish 
Prefe rence. Churches. 19ID7. 191>7. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -:- - - - - - - - - -
287 643 31 202 388 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - -
158 325 22 : 109 219 
87 218 7 · 93 169 · 
33 62 1 : 0 0 
8 28 0 · 0 0 · t~'6ostal : 
ion 9 1 10 0 · 0 • 
* Fiske1s Religious Census of Oberlin Community, page 4. 
The increase between 1907 and 1921 is apparent. 
0 
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lir. Fiske's report stresses the increase in Negro 
population as the chief cause, but the 1920 Census, of course, 
showw no ~_ch increased population. Rather smaller numbers are 
claimed by the two ilarge churches at the pre sent time, IIt. Zi on 
stating 125 as its membership, Rust Methodi st llipiscopal claim-
ing approximately 150. 
Both of the leading churcbe s are housed in a fairly 
adequate up-to-date, manner. Both are free of debt at the pres-
ent time. The present lIt. Zion Church was dedicated in 1905. 
built at a cost of ~5tOOO. ~500. of which was given by the Bap-
tist COnvention, the balance raised in the town of Oberlin. 
The work of building was donated by the members. The pxesent 
building of the Rust Ivlethodist Church was erected fi ve years 
ago at a total cost of *10\>000. Of this ';;;2,000 came from one 
bequest t ~2 J 000 from the x/~ethodist Conference. approximate ly 
$4,000 from Oberlin Whites and. i~2,000 from Oberlin Hegroes. 
Bot.he churche,s have a fairly long history. The Rust 1f.ethodi st 
was founded about 1866 with a membership of about fifteen,. its 
first building erected a few years later. The, Ht. Zion Baptist 
Was founded in 1886 with a membership of ten or twelve. The 
site of its present building was purchased in 1891, but largely 
because of the panic of 1893 no building was erected until 1904. 
Both churches have been hindered by short and uncertain pasto-
rates J some of which have been able, some Ie ss satisfactory • 
.At the pre sent time the Rust Church pastor has been he re just 
twelve months t the }:It. Zion congregation has recently called a 
new man to begin work June 1st. The average term of pastoral 
service has been Ie ss than three ye ars. 
Bot.h churcre s claim thriving Sunday Schools and 
several adult organizations. The l1t. Zion Church lists a 
Ladies'Missionary Society, a I1enf s Bible Class, R Women's 
Bible Class and the Phyllis Wheatley AUXiliary of young mar-
ried women, in adclition to the Young People's Baptist Union. 
A thri ving little church choir should be included in the list. 
Of the se the I:lent s Bible Class -is particularly notewo rthy. No 
longer peculiarly a sectarian organization, it has grown into 
the "Menls Bible Class: and Civic Club" with a membership of 45, 
incre asingly 
incl uding me!!lfrom othe r churche s,. a vigorous pro gram ana a 
large attendance. This is t he group which made t re oensus 
survey in 1924 quoted above. In July of 1924 it raised ~292.95 
among the colored people of Oberlin for the Lorain Disaster Re-
lief Fund, p;ot a large amount as such funds go t but a consid-
erable donation from thi s group for an outside charity. It has. 
on its own initiative, sent representatives to meet with mem-
bers of the Oberlin ~change Club, a meeting which has been re-
peatedly quoted by members of both races as intenselY-'itlterestt.ng 
and charged with.potential results. Little seems to have come 
from the meeting as yet, except a livelier interest in and re-
spect for the colored men concerned etn the part of the attending 
whites_ In present and potential leadership, the group is ex-
ceptionally vigorous and interesting. 
The Rust 1.:ethoclist Church shows a similar group of 
organizations, The 1TenT s Brothe rhood, a Ladies l Aid Society 
and a Temple Aid Society, the latter especially interested in 
raising t:loney for the pastor f s salary, the Foreign and Home Mis-
sionary Societies, the latter wit h a group of young girls, the 
Queen Esther Circle, and a group of children, organized as 
auxiliaries 'With it, A group of young married wonen, "The 
Independentsft and the usual l:!ipvvorth League or Young Peoples' 
SOCiety complete the list YOne organi zation, 'TThe Forum, It is a 
vigorous. thriving body made up largely of young people, maw.y 
of them students, a religious but non-sectarian group meeting 
on Sunday evenings in one or the othe r of the churche s. 
The three small sects have no building to house 
their orgsnizations at present.. Two of tbem at least meet 
regularly in quarters rented or loane,a for tre purpose.. On 
the third I have been able to get no information. ±here ap-
pears to be little sympathy between these sects and the two 
large churches, or between the small sects themselve'S'. Bach 
conducts services according to the tastes of its members, and 
.. 
evinces a certain self-righteous contempt for the others. In 
this they. of course, follow the example of small comrn.unities 
of every race , . vvhere an evident narrowness of interests and con-
tects precludes ~ tolerant cooperation end unity even where dif-
ferences of 'tasts and belief exist .. 
Between the two larger churcnes the re has always been 
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a degree of rivalry which, while it apparently has led to ac-
tivity in some instances, in otb3rs has not been advantageous 
:for the comn:nmit". A growing senee of the ne.ed and desirabili-
ty of friendly cooperation at all times manifests itself however 
at :pre sent. 
In addition to the colored churches, there is a very 
small scattering of oolored people in the ~',1hite ohurches, par-
ticularly the Congregational. ::Most of these were members of 
the old First Church before the Uniting of the l!'irst acd Second 
Congrega'tional Churohes. fractioally all of them state a grow-
ing dissatisfaotion with their present ohuroh life. They are 
no longer nat home" with 'the result that they find little ohurch 
aotivity or religious satisfaction in 'the conmm.nity. 
1'he paramouat lack in the church life of 'Che Oberlin -
Negroes seems to be a developed leadership among the lay mem-
bers. Some of the ohurches complain of this more 'than other-s. 
One expresses a fair degree of satisfaction in its aotivities. 
If the numbers of its Ie sders are oomparatively limited-- and 
they are at present in most churohes-.... they compensate somewhat 
in the activity of the few and they show a wholesome sprinkling 
among the different age and sex groups. The gene ral dearth of 
leaders and. the consequent burdening of the: few is nevertheless 
striking. 
RECREATION. 
Like most churahes of the present day, much of the 
church life of ~he members enters into the Recreational Field. 
For a particular group at least t the Bible Classes, Lussionary 
and Aid Societies of the various kinds fill a large part of their 
leisure time. In .addition to their xegular programs. oocasional 
socials, Pathers and Sons Bud Mothers end Daughters Banquets 
serve a true recreational purpose. The colored churches are 
joined with the white in a ~ligious Education Committee which 
includes Girls i10rk and a Boys U"ork Committee which is working 
on the Recreational Pro blem for the'C"h:i.ldren and young people 
of both raoes. The Mothers and Daughters and Fathers and Sons 
Banquets and an effort at a soou:t program have been the main 
features of their general program t,o date. 
Religious organizations. however. reach a compara-
ti vely small numbe r. About one-half of the membership of the 
most active. of the churches is counted as an aet! ve membership. 
The majority of the people t the refors t must find what recrea-
tion they have outside the church Circles, however much or lit-
tle the church influence extends beyond its door-s. 
A survey of the non-religious recreational facilities 
is less encouraging- One woman's c.lub, The Progressive Woman! s 
Club, founded in 1905 and federated in 1906 with the. National 
Colored~~'omen's 1 Olubs has a membership of from 25 to 30 women; 
conducts regular bimonthly meetings with a program whioh in-
eludes generally informing. cultural and practical pursuits 
and is a ~onsiderable factor in the lives of its members. 
These women appear to have not only a }:6rsonal interest but 
a sense of citizenship and community responsibilitJ which bodes 
well for the whole group. They are for the most part the 
church Vlomen. however t many of them the leaders of the'ir ohurch 
affairs. The very size of tba club in comparison with the 
number of colored women in Oberlin is indicative of the limi-
t ations upon it as a considerable recreative factor. 
A po rtion of the general dearth the lodges fill. 
T.ha Masons, Odd Fellows t Knights of Pythias and Elks with 
their Sister organizations seem al.l to have their cotertes t 
though not all of them are equally active. On the whole they 
apl)ear to show little activity outside their regUlar meetings. 
:i!'or the largest number still we find little recreation-
al opportunity. Two moving pioture houses wi th nightly shows 
and two matinees a W6E:;k draw largely. Two billiards and pool 
rooms attract a limited number, nut commercialized amusements 
have their drawbacks for the majority; -thera is always the 
price of admiSSion, and many of them do not have it Vllith any 
regulari ty. The appearance of the four corners at the center 
of town is ample evidence of this state. At almost any hour of 
the day t two or three ~oafers may be seen standj.ng fox long 
periods of time. During the early evening when the weather is 
fine the numbers increase from ten to twelve. One beautiful 
evening I walked between a double row of eighteen men, the ma-
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jority of them negroes: They vary the entertdnment by chang-
ing their corner-. Among the more enterprizing pe rsons, a cer-
tain amount of visiting back and forth , in some cases card play-
ing and friendly gathe,rings, partially fill the need. 
The l ack for the children and young people is Ipore 
serious than for the adults· The churches, as I have said, 
reach a part of thom. Various Boy t s Clubs , usually in connection 
with the churches, have at one time or another in the past sprung 
up , lived short lives, and died again . The Spartan Club a few 
years ago, made up of young colored boys from the two churches, 
took the athletic championship from the George Wood Clubs--
athletic clubs of white boys in the town of long standing 2nd 
enviable records. At the present time an effort is under way 
to establish Boy Scout troops for both white and colored boys 
in the town. The Queen Esther Circle of the Rust Methodist 
Church include s a few girls of from 15 to 18 ye ars and is in 
part recreational. 
A few of the young people take part in the activities 
in the High School-- the athletics, the orchestra and glee club. 
\/here they have q u alifie d and entered these organizations they 
seem to have made good records. One group of girls at the pres-
ent time is studying to give a play "The Ladies of Cranford" 
under the direction of the night school. 7/hile the pro~ect is 
counted as Mucational and u ndoubtedly is so , it has a true 
recreational value. Formerly a thriving class of boys of High 
School age attended the night 8chool di vi ding their tine be-
tween the study of civics and a basket ball team. A decision 
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that tr...e young ~n 'WOuld leorn oivics in the regula£' day' classes 
and that it Was not the functi on of the Night School to furni sh 
recreation closed the school and gymnasium to them. 
One well located though not ideally equipped play 
ground. through private philanthropic enterprize, did gooo 
service with a half-time sUp9rvlsed program during the summer 
months for two or three years. A year ago the private management 
left it for public administration end financing, inasmuch as a 
new public play ground hatt been made available t with the result 
that no program at all wes carried through in the summer of 1924. 
At the present time Roller Skating seems to be the 
chief diversi on open to the young people of all ages from six 
to twenty_ At the rate at which they indulge in itt a town 
ordinanca rey possibly soon forbid them the walks, or at least 
re gUla te the i r t raffi C • 
DOUGLASS CHOIR. 
One more organizat ion~ the l1Douglass Memorial Choir" t 
deserves mention. Whether it be countect as recreat,ion,,. educa-
tion, or a part of the intell'ectual life of the people. It is 
all of the se, and Sl unique and intere sting example. The Douglass 
llemorial ChOir was started four years a,go by Ur. Donald Morrison 
of the Conservatory Faculty, a white man but one weI; acquainted 
wi th and deeply appl'ec iati ve of the Negro Folk Music. For three 
years it has been training a body of Oberlin Ne'er-des i(· sing that 
mnsic t an art which was rapidly being lost' aciong" tbe·m .. - The 
, . . . , 
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choir has now given three annual concerts of very reel interest 
and great value to even so musically developed a co~unity as 
is Oberlin. The' IJ1i;mbership includes from 60 to 75 men and 
women, including both students and townspeople, with the latter 
mil the majority. Its meetings are held weekly during the 
school year, its conoerts given in ' the spring. 
I UTELLECTU,AL LIFE. 
The intellectual life of the people as 0 whole I 
have already touohed upon under various heads. It finds i.ts 
expression largely through the eduoational, religious and reo-
reational life. Suoh organizations as the l.Ien ' s Bible Class 
and Civio Club, the \{Ol~en l' s Progressive Club and the Douglass 
Choir serve both as outlet and st imulus for the mental aotivity 
of their members. 
A few years ago a looal ohapter of the National 
Assooiation for the Advancement of Colored People seemed to 
be le ading on aotive life. One ratber notable oonvention of 
the orge nization was he Id be re. At pre sent no a oti vi ty is 
evident. 
Outside of these clubs, in the private and horne life 
of the individucls, rests the most telling eVidenoe, however, 
an evidence whioh is diffioult sometimes to oolleot. The books 
read, the interests pursued, the conversations resulting, the 
lectures, oonoerts and meetings attended woul d tell the story'. 
The reports of the Publio, Li.brary may serve as some -
thing of a guide. The se seer.l fai rly encouraging. often ve ry 
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interesting. The books drawn out by negroes average well ar-
parently wi th those drawn b~/ whi te s. .livery type froI!l the most 
sentimental novel to discussions on Sociological and racial 
questions are included. Books of travel and bibliography are 
prominent. Comparatively few books of a technical nature are 
drawn by any except student s t but that is undoubte dly t rue for 
most of our library-using American Publios. Without doubt the 
I 
humber of negroes using the library tn Oberlin is · in proportion 
to the population considerably smaller then the nuober of whites. 
The:re again the class rathe r t han the racial differentiation 
must be considered. The educated negro in Oberlin reads on 
the average probably as much as the educated white. There are 
Cases where he decidedly outstrips the average white. £. C9r-
tain self-conscious urge to self and race improven:¥9nt is always 
evident. ~ven considerably less educated negroes in Oberlin 
will be found repeatedly striving to read to the limit of their 
comprehension. ~hethe:r one calls i .t presumption or ideF.!lism 
is possibly a matter of prejud.ice or taste. 
ll'lor the largest number t however, the librtu'Y remains 
much as it Was founded, outside their daily walk. The :pre sent 
1'e rSistent use by the l?ublic Schools should do something to 
habituate the pupils to it ·whatever their economiC stetus. 
Another interesting index is found :in the increasing 
use of the ,Negro Periodicals. 1.;. few years ego comparatively 
fel'l of the Oberlin colored. pe ople were habitual readers of 
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th,eir own journals. Today a considerable number subscribe 
for 0 r purchas~ these pape rs. A small barbe r shop carrie s a 
fair supply of them. 
AS tole cture s t any Ie cture of a popular natuI'S will 
draw a fair proportion of colored people. ~hose of a technical 
neture t whether on art or 8tJ.thr(tpology will attract a very few, 
sOIWtime s two or three. In part t his may be due to diffidence 
in attending the sml:lll gathe ring made up largely of whites. In 
the majority of cases it is undoubtedly a matter of education 
and inte re st s. 
Concerts t on the whole, are better attended than 
lectures. Music is often an easier language than speech, and 
one with a more universa~ apl?ea~. Whatever one I s stand on 
racial characteristics the negroes of Oberlin evince a rather 
considerable musical inte rest. \lhen the negro tenor , Roland 
HaYSt sang in Oberlin, large numbers of the colored people Came 
to hear and support his performance. When the Cleveland Symphony 
Orohe,stra plays the colored attendanoe is naturally much less. 
In the colored homes I have visited. including repre-
sentatives of a1] classes, about three-fourths exhibit a musioal 
instrument of one kind or another, often a piano when the other 
oonvenienoes evidenced do not at all warrant it. Ordinarily 
only the poorest are Without any musical faoilities. ~he music 
played is often that of the best masters.1!-Books BIld. magazines 
make a r:1uch smaller showing, but these are often present. The 
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economic status apparently correlates with this. Ifhere there 
is no mDrgin of living, there are no books. As the margin in-
creases ordinarily the books, papers and magazines increase. 
~here are, of course, exceptions to this rule. 
MORALITY. 
The question of morality is a diff icult one always. 
Morality, for my purposes here, I shall define as that conduct 
which is in agreement with the social interests and customs of 
the community. Whatever conduct is conducive to SOCial disin-
tegr.at ion or illness is immoral. Statistics of any real value, 
except under extraordinary Circumstances , are impossible to ob-
tain. Practically our only data on the subject is that obtain-
able from re cords of criminality. Table XI. shows an analysis 
of the criminal docket of the Negroe I s Court for three repre-
sentative years . • 
Table XI. 
Criminal Cases , Mayor ' s Court , Oberlin. 
1924 1916 1907 
Totals ______ ~ Total Negro l:lhite Total Negro White Total Negro White 
~ 103 45 58 76 25 51 62 31 31 
Traffic - - - - - - - - - -
Violations 52 
"'Disorderliness 13 
Int oxic at! on 14 
Se lling In-












































































Disorderliness includes sex immorality and gambling. 
Of the 103 Cases before the .Mqo.r during the year 1924, 
52 were for traffic violations of which 45 were committed by 
and 
whites. Of the 5!1other varieties 34 were cOI~itted by negroes,. 
the- largest numbers being for disorderliness end intoxication. 
An average for the three years showu 53% of the other than traf-
1 fie violations committed by negroes; 20"/:1 of the offenses for 
di sorderliness, end 34% for intoxiCation. A study of the records 
reveals the same person hailed before the court time after time, 
year after year. :i:he penalty impose d is usually a small fine 
and discharge. In two Cases this ye ar houses fo;r - commercial 
vice heve been ~niaed ano broken up. A comparison of the year 
1924 with previous years shows a considerabl,. more active court 
than heretofore. but the increase is largely in the interests 
of traffiC regulation. 51 cases for othe r varieties of crim-
inali ty in 1924 compare with 54 similar Case s in 1916 and 53 
in 1907. Increased attention to the more serious fonns t how-
ever, seem apparent. 
Could one be oertain that this represented all or the 
greater part of the crime in Oberlin. one would perhaps feel 
little alarm. If certain inveterate offenders could be handled 




n o estimate of any othe r than the officially recorded 
crime is posai.ble. No definite information seems available. 
l.'{eports from both races consistently verify it as existing. 
Bootlegging. gambling and vice are the usual charges. No 
one claims that the uncaught lawlessness is limited to the 
colored people. That it all concerns them, however, in that it is 
pror.ru1gated in the district where the most of them li.ve t in the 
midst of their homes and churches, is the factor vital to the 
health and stamina of the negro group- .As one negro les.der put 
a 
it "How Oan we expect the boys and young men to oorne t.Q./ohurch 
sooia1 when in So house less than a block away there is raP.lpant 
vice to pique their curiosity and lure them at least to the win-
<lows and back yard. If 
One white offioial seems definit~ly to have been in-
vol ved during t he last year. That he vias discharged when sus-
pected seems equally true, but considerably less popularly 
known. Years of doubt of the good intention and capability 
of the law combine with a public indiffereno.e to stultify both 
individunl and official remedial a.ction. 
how much t b3 reports I have he xe voiced are exagger-
ated and fslse I have no means of knowing. The universality of 
opinion on the subject is,. however, rather striking. As if to 
verify it, Wi thin the last month one young negro has been shot 
and killed over a game of cards. The evidences of gambling and 
drinking were absolute. ~s yet the man who shot has not been 
brought to justi oe or even apprehe nded. 
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Of the sex-inunorality and loosene ss of rela tions be-
tween young people, our only index is the birth record,* and 
that is manife stly inadequate. During the six ye ars studied 
eight ille gitimate negro births were recorded, out of a total 
of 105, a percentage of 7.6. Five of the infants were reported 
as living. One of the unmarried mothers was listed as a stuclent 
from out-of-town, one as a high school stuQ.ent. Two of the in-
fants, dif::'erent mothers, were recorded as having the saIne father. 
That three ille gitimate bi rths are recorded in 1923 as against 
one in any other of the five years stucl.ied may betoken incre as-
ed moral laxness, and may be the result of more rigid law en-
forcement of birth registration. 
Of juvenile crime; all such Cases in Oberlin are 
handled by the juvenile court of Elyria. It means no expert 
pril:18rily inte rested in the problems of juvenile de linquency 
resident in Oberlin. ',iithin the l ast two years, eleven cases 
from Oberlin have been handled by the Elyri a Court. Of these, 
five were various types of dependents, a ll whites; five were 
de linquent boys fro m the ages ,of 1 2 - 14 ye ars charged with 
truancy and petty thieving. All were colored; Rll were sent to 
the Lanc aste r Industrial School. The eleventh was a seventeen 
yee.r old boy who climbed through a window to see a basket ga me. 
So much for the criminality and l awlessness. Public 
opinion would indicate that there is either a f airly large or 
a very act ive criminal element in the town, a considerable por-
tion of which is colored. \Iithout doubt, public opj nion exag-
*see ~able III. 
gerates the actual case somewhat. Nevertheless the si tuation 
~ 
in a town of the type and character of Oberlin, would seem to 
call for public attention and action. 
Whatever the facts regD.rding active immorality and 
lawlass ness, there is no evidence that it is shared by the 
great masS of the c-olored residents more than by the white. 
:.che general honesty, reliability and acceptable moral code of 
the maj 0 ri ty of t he people is unquestioned by t he be st inform-
ed and most balanced juctges of the situation. A growing dis-
content with the opportunities available for them- on the whole 
a sign of r.1oral vigor in any people.- a growing sanse of person-
al responsibility both for their individual welfare and that of 
the social gronp are manifest. 
SIDJ11.\RY. 
A brief resume of the main facts brought out in the 
study may bring trem together in more concrete fashion- The 
negroes of Oberlin we find to approximate a fifth part of t.he 
population~ a proportion which from decade to decade remains 
fai rly constant. The re is little evidence to show any con-
sid~'fable pe rmanent increase from the recent migratory move-
I __ ..... ~ 
ments of southe rn negroes northward. 
We find them for the most part living in one general 
section of the town forming the reby an integral community 
within the larger community co~prising the town. Their homes 
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vary greatly but the majority are increasingly adequate in 
both faoilities and Oare. A oonsiderable minority _ are un-
questionably below the standards of physical health Dnd de-
cencj7 for this or any section of the ' oountry. The surprising 
lack of decent sanitation within the town limits possible 
under the present system of installation of :public utilities 
is a matter of publio concern which threatens the health of 
the. entire oommunity. 
In health and vitality the group compares very 
favorably With the whites of tre town. The Lorain County 
Publio Health Service reqrganized in 1920 and now offering 
full time service, and a Distriet Uurse. employed by private 
.;philanthropIly in the village. are e o ope rating With the physi-
cians in health service, a very fair portion of which goes to 
the economically less able group of whom the colored people 
form a large section. 
The inadequacy of jobs available has kept the negro 
group for t,he mo st part with little margin above a Ii ving wage. 
Without sufficient opportunity for work and without oonsequent 
- ,.}' 
incenti ve to advancement, the ~ jori ty of the people t in con-
trast to the few successful, have maintained a nearly ste,tic 
economic condition, keeping no more than apace with the increas-
sci cost of living. 
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Educationally the group compares favorablY with other 
groups of its economic and sociel status- A tendency. neverthe-
less, to leave school inadequately prepared indicates either a 
failure on the part of the educational instututions to furnish 
the kind of training desi xed.. or a failure on the part of the 
young people and their parents to appreciate the value of tlJe 
training available. An appreCiable increase in persistency in 
school is apl,arent~ however. within the last ten years. 
The statistiCS of church membership and prosperity 
indicates a similarly favorable C01:lparison with other communi-
ties. approximately 60~~ of 'the . adults claiming a church member-
shiPt and. both the larger churches showing finanCial solvency. 
In spite of the data, a limited, active~ developed and willing 
leadership cripp1.es the- work of SOme of the churches. It- rather 
small but increasingly aotive and able group is a t10st encour-
aging exception to the rule, and if ita leadership and enter-
prize Can continue and. increase, promises a happier future. 
'.lith a few rather notable exceptions the recreational 
faoilities for both adults and children al'e totally inadequate. 
~ 
The exoeptions, such as the work of:one of the churches-- and 
with recreation I am clossing practically the whole leisure time 
1>rogram-- one or two clubs and the Douglass Choir are worthy of 
coreful note. There remains a ve ry considerable element app arent-
ly whom these programs do not tOUCh. I.lost e speCially do the chil-
dren a nd young people suffer from the lack of wholesome recrea-
tion. 
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Intellectually and culturally the group varies quite 
as much as do the whitee, iIlCluding both intelligent~ well-bred 
college graduates and others apparently morally and mentally 
degenerate. leading little better than an animal existence. 
The majori. ty cl~ss between the two extremes, evia.encing an at .... 
tempt at self-improvement t usually in correlation with their 
economic status. 
The morality of the group, resting as it does largely 
on the economic and social opportunities available to the inCl.i ... 
vio.uals, like the mntellectual and Cultural life varies. The 
majori ty are morally sound and socially adequate. An active 
minority taking advantage of the lack of social pressure and 
o rgani zation forced upon them exe rt a stul tif~Ting influence on 
the group and are a menace to the community. 
RELATION TO COlvll,lU.NITY. 
a wo!'cl needs to be said regarding the relationship 
between tJl:! negro group and the town. ]lorming t as the Colored 
people dtr,-\>s small comtnnnj,ty wi.th:i.n tl1.G community, that relation-
s.r...ip is vi tal both to their own 'Vilelfare and that of the town. 
:rhe old Oberlin, democratiC, without caste or prejudice, pre-
sented a unifiea: front back of which all its members faced to .... 
gether. The unquestionable increase of caste in Amel'iea. the 
constant northward-drifting race-pre judice have bi+ought about 
a change it is: no longer possible to ignore even in Oberlin, 
however much or little we decry it. Constant contacts between 
all peo:ple regardless of race or class have their vigorous and 
whole some influence on a1.l the persons oonce med. Under B.uch 
circumstances one grou:p may safely rely for leadership upon 
another more fortunate in Ie sources and opportunity. Some-
thing of the kind evidently took pi"ace in the old Oberlin. The 
negroe s aCcust oine d. as t.be Y V\6:re t to white tutilage t assured 
by actual experience in the to~ of the unfailing and friendly 
help of the whites here:, put thei r faith in th~1t guid.ance, 
sometimes respondi.ng to it, sometimes resting upon it as their 
individual make-up dictated. 
The new Oberlin for all its traditions and idealism, 
seems to me increasingly to be shifting off any sense of ·ra-
sponsibilfty toward the colored group within its borders. lien, 
whose fathers and predecessors spent their evenings teaching 
the illiterate blaCk, are wearying of the work and turning away 
indifferent or hostile. The result is a constant withdrawal. or 
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a flinging · back of the negro to his own group and his own de-
vices'. Much of this is class not. raei al hostility. It s effect 
upon the less able group in either Case must be the same. Not 
a.ll the whites nor all the colored in Oberlin share in this sep-
aration of contacts or interests. The tendency, however~ is ap-
parent among many. Admittedly not every one will agree With 
that state,ment. The evic.ence I have found has~ most of itt 
pointed that way. 
A sense of personal responsibility for the success 
ox failure of the individual and group~ and a determination 
to be an integral part of the. town as· a member of that group 
would seem to be the re action on the part of themo;-e intel-
li,gent and far-sighted of the colored people. To cl aiw suc.,h 
a spirit as yet prevalent among the many Would be considerably 
to exceed the facts. If that spirit where it does exist be-
comes on occasions a desire for recognition, rather than a de-
sire for attainment. the failing is a human not a raCial char-
acte ri st io. -
li study of this kind, I suppose, fails of completion 
if it offers no suggestions for improving tre soctal situation 
as it eXists. I have contended at the outset that the mere 
gathering of the facts, in so far as my limitations perMitted, 
E'nd t he plaCing of them in reI at ion to one another- is justifi-
cation fo r the we rk. liloreover t I hsve not counted myself as yet ,:/J\) 
expert enough to advis.e at any length as to the SOCial Process 
essential to any 8.ocial Betterment. A few factors. however, 
stand out partiCularly among the others as controlling influ-
ences. and these I feel justified in diSCUSSing. 
The Economic Inadequacy of Oberlin to supply t.ha needs 
of the number of pe ople re sident in the town is most apparent. 
The rr:Making of 1.~enn through EdUcational Institutions offers 
little opportunity to the laboring group. In the days when the 
town was building sue 11 labor Was essential. In a to'l,vn as near-
ly static for forty years as the Oberlin population indicates. 
the opportunity drops to a minimum. That the condition is the 
result of a deliberate ·policy on the part of the college offi-
Cials and many tovvnspeopla I understand perfectly. Butt I ven-
ture to suggest that the policy from the view point of the negro 
community eventUally may prove disastrous for the tOi'll'n, and con-
sequently of doubtful consequence for th9 college. If the popu-
lation showed Signs of cUminishing one might wai t for adjust-
ment between it and the relatively decreasing opportunity. But 
as yet no evidence of such a course is apparent. 
In many phases of social. opportunity t Oberlin has 
genuinely offered its best t and to a large extent is still do-
ing so. The schools have Sincerely attempteo. to make no di s .... 
crimination because of Calor. There are individual cases of 
failure to hold to their standard, but for the. most part the c;;:..~1 
1 ) 
policies hold and with a fair degree of SUccess. The churChes 
for all the apparent and inc:reasing separation have maintained 
a spirit of cooperation which is 4n strong contrast to the 
spirit of hostility or neglect among the churches of many cam-
munities both north and South. The separation of churches 
seems qUite as much the will of one race as the other t and. the 
Ministe rial associetion and various inter-church cor:nnittees in .... 
<lluda ell the churches working together Wi tb apparent harmony, 
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In spite of 'this. the question arises as to whether 
all the social opportunity in the world - essential as it is _ 
Will su.ffice for any people when economic sufficiency is lack-
ing. It is a questj.on for the most serious study, upon which 
mere opinion Can throw Ii tt1e 1"e 81 light. The si tuati on among 
the negroe s of Oberlin, in spite of certain brilliant and out-
s~anding successes, the majOrity of whom necessarily seek their 
opportunity elsewhere. vilOuld indicate a negative ansvver. Prog-
ress in Oberlin is apparent With.out ve ry Careful study t but 
progre ss too slow fo r the be st interest s of everyone concerned, 
and. conside~ably below the- best standards of the race in other 
places. 
J!'or -t be better adjustme nt of the people to the 
economic opportunity available. at Ie a-st one suggestion has 
been before the community fora number of years. Mr. Rawdon 
o<-in his study of"fbs Colored Child in the Oberlin Public Schools
u 
\-/" 
voiced it when in 1914 he adVocated VOCational training in the 
Public School System. Oberlin Public Schools prepare now as 
t.ben primarily for College Entrance.. Vlhe re college training is 
planned that is sufficient. iihen COllege traini.n,g is not con-
sidered or adVisable, Whatever the race or Class, it is manifest .... 
ly inadequate and. ill ..... adjusted to the needs. 
In this day o:f constantly increased specialization )' 
VOCational training and VOCational gUidance are becoming in .... 
cre aSingly llllce ssary. The old apprenticeship methods are 
failing to serve in Oberlin as elsewhere. Young people are 
impatient for high wageS' at the beginning of their work, and 
ignorant of the di.fficulties and limitations which beset the 
apparent industrial opportunity. Vocational training and ex-
pert gUidance ~ and of the two gUidance should precede _ sre 
being tried incre aSingly to fill the need in many far-sighted 
Comunities, and with increasing success. Such adVice, of 
courss, has no racial significance. It applies to colored 
and white indiscriminately. 
Often it requires patient edUCation to conVince the 
very people \1Vho would most advantage from it of that sdvant,ge t 
but edUCation must be a part of the program for any SOCial ad-
vance. "i1here public funds are not available for Such work~ it 
is the proper function of priVate philanthropy to initiate and 
dte st o.ut soci al experiments. 
IVex.t to theeCollomio OPportunity the re is no greater 
lack among the majority of the Oberlin negroes than a Wise and 
adeqUate leisure-time program. Such a program is frought With 
difficulties. 1'hrough the interchurch organiZations there is 
an eXisting machinery which is thoXQ,ughly adequate for excellent 
beginnings. "ut beCause of tm question of real or aprerent seg~ 
regation the programs attempted fail often of their purpose. 
The progl1'all1 satisfactory to the one group is not satisfactory 
to t.he other. wi th the result that succeeding for the whites 
it may fail completely for the negroes. Only a wise tolerance 
and Will to success on the part of both groups can overcome the 
difficulty. 
~here 8re large numbers. however, whom the churches 
are not and probably cannot re aCh. These are fairly i,vell 
handled among the whites by private and individual means. 
Among the negroes there is little such enterprize apparent. 
Fo r t he yo ung J?6 ople e spe c ielly, the gene reI i rre sponsi b ilit;V 
or incapability of parents. which is. increasingly apparent 
among both races t has Ie as to offset it. t ·he'·I'6-'.f'ore'~Ofi-g the 
nagre&s thanttln6l'lg--·the white,s. In consequence the need for a 
Vigorous recreational program, whether public or private, is 
of vital importance. 
A tbircl measure; one which is essential to the health 
a 
of the entire Community, iycareful but Vigorous Cleaning up of 
the Vicious elements within it. ],lost eapeCially is this needed 
for t he us gr 0 element, not be Cause the guilt re at s sale l.v upon 
the negroes - by all evidence the re are mental and. moral de-
generates among the whites which are conSiderably lower than 
any of the negroes._ but because practiCally all of it is f<fllrt-
ed upon their COilUllUnity. Such a Clean_up in a town organized 
aa is Oberlin is probably impossible without an aWskened public 
sentiment far in excess of the irresponsible indifference of 
the average citizen of either color. A campaign for public 
knowledge of t.be facts woule!. be a necessary prelude to allY' 
decisi ve acti on. 
Another need is for specific information about and 
attention to the housing' and sanitation condi tions wi thin the 
corporate limits. Hot only for the sake of the Colored people it 
but for the safety of the entire town some action is needed t.o 
improve the backward elements which threaten the health of the 
community. 
i1'in&lly I would suggest that if there is any value 
in the movement for inter .... racial conmittees started. in the 
South. Oberlin might well profit from it" Not to handle mob .... 
) rule and lynching, civil libertie s and adequate schools t but 
to handle these problems which I have mentioned
t
_ industrial 
opportunity, 'l"lholesome recreation, decent and adequate hous-
ing, proper sanitation. vice end laWlessness, Oberlin has need 
for suohan organization. 1'iei thar race alone cen handle these 
matters adequate,ly or satisfactorily. Togetmr, they Would be. 
in a position to attack. 
In Closing let me suggest that Oberlin
t 
the Colored, 
group espeCially, shows many of the characteristics of the 
average small tovrn. A certain prOvincialism resulting from 
the lack of econOmic inoenti ve, tb& laCk of social and com-
merCial contacts, the 1 ack of agressive t vigorous. physical 
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effort necessary to city life. is eviden.t. i:he faults which 
I have discussed are possibly the fault s of the average 
.american village whatever the race of its inhabitants. The 
measures necessary to combat it~ social tlmemia are, there-
fore. in part the ones necessary to rebuild American village 
life - a vigorous handling of evident SOCial disease. a sym-
pathetic upbuilding of new strength through an enlarged ex-
perienced leadership, a more specialized econooic adjustment 
to , meet the ever increasing economic need. 
The very evid.ent improvement of the last ten or 
fifteen years - a :peri oct during which the whole town has made 
marked progress - is encouragement for the future. The pres-
ence and the gradual increase at the pxe'sent time of certain 
elements of leadership is of prime importance. The seed for 
progress if properly vitalized and cultivated is probably here 
now as never before in recent years. That seed needs c8.reful 
cultivation. 
